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Well, if it's "illegal Ron Paul currency seized," I guess there's no need for a trial or any of that adversarial bullcrap, eh? Trust the AP and trust big government over all things!! Why bother thinking, just believe all the real counterfeiter's allegations, court cases take too long and cost too much! It's "money laundering" to advocate privately-issued honest money if big government says-so!

And those copper Ron Paul medallions AREN'T just-like other candidates buttons minus the pins & manufactured out of slightly-more-expensive material, so this IS NOT a First Amendment issue at all. After all, it involves Ron Paul, so the standards are different. And let's also believe this theft (oops, spoke the truth there, sorry) wasn't politically-timed considering the facts of the case! Riiight!!! Matthew/Ken/whoever-posted-this-crapola -- care to comment???
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